
Lion Lessons 
by Jon Agee E AGE

Learning to be a lion takes some serious lessons, but luckily, this
kid has a teacher who is a real pro.

Marta! Big & Small 
by Jen Arena E ARE

In this story, Marta explores the world of opposites and animals.
Some words are in Spanish.

There’s a Giraffe in My Soup 
by Ross Burach E BUR

With each new replacement bowl of soup, a different animal
appears in it, much to the chagrin or the hungry customer.

There’s a Bear on My Chair
by Ross Collins E COL

Poor Mouse! A bear has settled in his favorite chair, and that chair
just isn’t big enough for two. Nothing will convince bear to move,
so Mouse gives up and leaves. But when Bear returns home,
what’s that? Is that a Mouse in Bear’s house?

Dragon Was Terrible
by Kelly DiPucchio E DIP

When a dragon has a temper tantrum, no one can tame him,
except for a little boy with a good book.
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Wolfie the Bunny 
by Ame Dyckman E DYC

When her parents find a baby wolf on their doorstep and decide to
raise him as their own, Dot is certain he will eat them all up until a
surprising encounter with a bear brings them closer together.

Frog on a Log?
by Kes Gray E GRA

In rhyming text, cat explains why frog has to sit on a log, even if he
finds it uncomfortable.

Old MacDonald Had a Truck 
by Steve Goetz E782.42 GOE

This is an updated version of the classic folk song, Old MacDonald,
featuring farm vehicles like an excavator, a dump truck and a
bulldozer.

Still a Gorilla 
by Kim Norman E NOR

Willy the Gorilla imitates the other animals at the zoo, but despite
his efforts, he remains always a gorilla.

10 Little Ninjas 
by Miranda Paul E PAU

From ten little ninjas sneaking out of bed to one cuddlebug asleep
on the spread, rhyming text provides a count-down to bedtime.
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